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Welcome to the February issue! We took the first month of the year to
plan and select the perfect features for you to read this month. It’s been
a busy time meeting many talents and discovering their art in depth.
We’re very happy with the result, I hope you are too when you read
about your favourite artists through the pages of this magazine. One
artist at the time, booklet style, intimate insight on the talents featured.
Remember this is a fast read digital publication to celebrate art and value
the talent and knowing the other side of the story including the amazing
photography by the outstanding photographers that kindly collaborate
with us.

Don't miss any of our issues, as Viewties goes on bringing you the latest
on film and television introducing artists whose passion is to make you
feel something with their dedication to the job of bringing a project /
character to life. As I always say, If I can take something from my job, I
strongly believe you will take something from it too. Enjoy the ride and
prepare your heart for being touched by our content.

 
Happy month!

E d i t o r ' s  l e t t e r







Isaac Keys
It’s an exciting time for the professional football player turned actor, who was
recently seen starring on the critically acclaimed EPIX series “Get Shorty”. Isaac
Keys is definitely one to watch and he is soon to blow viewers away with his
performance as Diamond in Starz’ highly anticipated drama series “Power Book
IV: Force”, which marks the third spinoff from the “Power” juggernaut franchise.
Isaac is a strong presence as Diamond, a gentle giant who, before being imprisoned
for a 15-year sentence, was the young head of Chicago’s most promising crew that
was taking over the city. At the helm, he created a tactical drug-running outfit
respected by all of Chicago’s crime families.

In conversation with Viewties, Isaac goes deep and answers all our questions about
his transition and journey to become the amazing actor he is today, as well as his
work playing Diamond in “Power Book IV: Force”.
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V: Reading about your transition from being a foot-
ball player to becoming an actor, I believe it’s amaz-
ing the way you felt something was missing and
suddenly, by chance, found your passion in the art.
Would you say that everything happens for 
a reason? 

Isaac - I guess you could say everything happens for a
reason. I mean I believe it’s a combo of a choice and how
that aligns with what your purpose is in life. The struggle
lies in the choices we make and which direction they take
us in life which determines if or how long it takes for us to
walk in our purpose. Meanwhile it’s the process of Life that
makes us ready, I believe. Please excuse how deep I may go
during this interview, I just binge watched all three of the
last Matrix movies. LOL

V: What is it about acting that you enjoy so much? 

Isaac - What I enjoy about acting is the creativity. I get to
take a shell of a person and fill it up with mannerisms, a
voice, personality, a backstory of life, authenticity…mesh it
all together to find truth in a storyline using a writer's
words to add value or drive a story. I love the process of
doing this; the discovery of what works and feels honest,
not always to me, but to the character. The freedom to be
wrong in a safe place is the ultimate space to exercise
vulnerability, which is something a lot of people 
struggle with.

V: Was there any advice you'd been given by anyone
that's stuck with you over your journey as an actor
so far?

Isaac - I still hold on to some of the advice I received
especially at the beginning of my acting journey. First of
which you would think would be easy is still one of the
hardest to do, “Once the audition is over, throw the sides
(your scene lines) in the trash or recycle bin and move on
with your life.” Meaning don't get back in the car leaving
the audition or be at home after a self-tape still saying the
lines and reliving how you could've said a line or react-

ed, LET IT GO like Frozen. The second is, “Don't go into
an audition so attached to the role that you come off
desperate.” Be prepared and confident and what is for
you is for you. Okay both of these are hard to do but are
both very sound advice that get easier over time and
especially when you start working a lot. 

V: You’re starring in Starz’ highly anticipated
drama series “Power Book IV: Force”, What was
your first impression of the series and what was
it about the character that made you want to get
the role so badly? 

Isaac - I've been a fan of the matriarch Power since
day 1 season 1 when people use to drop what they were
doing to go home and catch it on their TV or to meet
friends at a watch party. When Starz and the producers
started expanding the Power Universe I was chopping
at the bit to catch a role. I honestly auditioned for
Ghost and Raising Kanan but Diamond on Power Book
IV was the one that without a doubt was a perfect fit to
me. Besides the physical descriptions of Diamond, I
really loved the maturation and growth that is hap-
pening with him. The internal struggle of right and
wrong, morals and values, all in a life where any
misstep or belief will get you killed. There are times in
my life I feel the same way, especially growing up as a
teenager. Even now as a 6'4" black man I have to think
and be cautious in how I move or respond during cer-
tain situations. I can't just act off emotions or walk
around angry. I have to share a lil’ smile so I'm not so
intimidating and speak clearly. You will find as the
series goes on Diamond has a clear understanding of
that but at the same time struggles with how it works
in the lifestyle he lives.

V: Was there any scene you couldn't wait to shoot
after reading the script?

Isaac - I was excited to shoot every scene. Our cast is
so amazing, I looked forward to having a scene with
each and everyone. 



Diamond taught me acceptance.
Acceptance to who other people are 
and who you are as a person. 
You can grow and learn but 

your core is your truth.
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V: How was it getting into character and can you
say about how you prepared to portray him?

Isaac - Growing up in the Midwest in St. Louis, MO I
was excited about going back and playing a character
in that region from Chicago.  I knew that there are
certain words that Chicagoans use like "Pop" which is
soda or the dialect of how they say 'car' or other words
which differ from my St. Louis dialect and anything I
picked up over the years. I spent time talking with
friends from Chicago, my co-stars, even with people in
production once we started shooting just to pick up
words or pronunciations. When I first arrived in
Chicago, a friend of mine drove me around the city
showing me the different neighborhoods and most
importantly the Southside of Chicago.  On shoot days I
always spent time continuing to study my lines but
what was also important to me was writing down little
notes on sticky pads that I would stick on my mirror in
my trailer. I would write things like what my intention
in the scene may be, a certain word that I'm having
trouble saying, affirmations to my character and me
personally, whatever I found important for the day.

V: Was there any challenging scene?
 
Isaac - Some of the driving scenes involving the Mustang
were fun but challenging. I say this because driving in
Chicago in such a popular car that so many fans rec-
ognize and want to yell at while we are saying dialogue in
winter clothes in the summer HEAT of Chicago can be a
tad challenging. All in all, it was a great time and ex-
perience that I cherish. The fans are amazing!

V: What have you learnt from your character? 

Isaac - Diamond taught me acceptance. Acceptance to
who other people are and who you are as a person. You
can grow and learn but your core is your truth.

V: If you could work with anyone, either a producer
or an actor or a director, who would it be?

Isaac - If I could work with any director or actor it would
be Denzel Washington. Two birds with one stone. lol. We
all know the obvious reasons but for me I'm intrigued by
the challenge he presents. In either role working with him
I know it will be game on like the 7th game of a cham-
pionship series. Requiring depth, passion, honesty, and a
relentless work ethic to all come into play. 
That excites me!

V: Last question, as my nationality is Argentinian,
I’m curious to ask you if you have ever seen or ex-
perienced any type of art/culture from Argentina?

Isaac - Argentina is actually on my list of places to visit.
I know they are rich in family, food, and good wine. I have
to say I have some experience finishing a few bottles of
Malbec but I would love to have that same experience
in Argentina. 
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